


Spring Summer 19
O Caminho do Bem 

The path of good. Words sung by Brazilian artist Tim Maia sets the tone for  

Julianna Bass’ Spring/Summer 19 collection. In a world full of confusion, conflict 

and distrust, Bass tackles the longing for authenticity against illusion. What do  

we choose to show and what do we conceal? When do we stop hiding? How can we 

see the reality and move towards the good?

The naked body is the ultimate expression of transparency. Among this season’s 

influences is American photographer Spencer Tunick, whose subject matter delves 

around large-scale nudes in the masses. Through Tunick’s work, we see nakedness 

devoid of overt-sexuality. Bass explores this theme further in SS19, embracing  

the female form, our unique differences, and crafting flattering forms that work to 

uncover our own distinct glamour.

Bass is daring us to step out of our rose-coloured personalities, exit our rose-

coloured homes and challenge our preconceived conceptions of the world and 

face reality no matter how daunting it may be. The gentle glare of our rose-tinted 

glasses has shattered and we find ourselves in a hyperreal, digitally disjointed 

ultraviolet world. 

This season’s artist print is found on silk blouses, a transparent PVC trench, 

with matching umbrellas and rain hats. Developed with Berlin based artist Peer 

Kriesel whose work demonstrates this harsh new ultra-violet gaze in his fratzen—

grimacing faces stare out at us, confronting our defected, distorted world with an 

expression that looks deeply unhappy while simultaneously laughs angrily. 

Bass encourages us to stride into the future with confidence, away from the 

precipice of abandon. Colour combinations of lilac and bordeaux, sage and butter 

on lantern sleeve blouses, dip-dyed pussy-bow dresses and signature illusion  

mesh cutouts are gilded throughout the collection. Maia’s words present 

themselves through delicate embroidery upon front plackets, a subtle reminder  

of a potent message to illuminate the best versions of ourselves. In the spirit of  

Tim Maia, SS19 asks us to feel the vibration of change and step back on the path  

of good; O Caminho do Bem. 



01 SELENA TOP / HENRIETTA HINGE TROUSER



02 CHERYL JUMPER / CAROLYN TROUSER 03 ROSARIO DRESS



04 RYAN SWEATER / KATARINA TROUSER



05 JASMINE TOP / JANE MOTORCYCLE SKIRT
06 RYAN SWEATER / KARI HINGE TROUSER



07 MAIA BLOUSE



08 MIRANDA DRESS



08 HILLARY JACKET / CANADA TROUSER 
09 CASANDRA TRENCH

09 PAULINE BLOUSE / KATARINA TROUSER
10 SARAN JACKET



11 REIGN JACKET



12 JUSTINE SWEATER / BELINDA SEQUIN SKIRT 13 FRATZEN BLOUSE / KAHLANA SHORT



14 MAIA BLOUSE / JACQUI TROUSER
15 MIEKE DIP DRESS



17 LUCY TOP / SOLANGE SKIRT16 VANESSA KNIT / SANSA SKIRT



18 WINONA DRESS



19 BIANCA DRESS



20 DELRIO GOWN 
21 LILLY DRESS



23 JENNY DRESS
24 NINA SWEATER / JACQUI TROUSER22 AURORA DRESS
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